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ABSTRACT 
 

Congestion has become a major hazard to a country's 

reduced. It not only begins loss in terms of man-hours & 

fuel costs, but also causes irritation amongst the public. It 

has become important for track operators to clear o_ 

congestion in a timely manner to resume the normal ow of 

track. This research focuses on gauging obstruction 

detection procedures to execute them in an Sensible 

Transportation System to distinguish crowding in real time. 

We have estimated statistical based set of rules as well 

pattern recognition-based algorithms to perceive non- 

recurrent crowding on I-74, Futon, Iowa, USA. Inter- 

Quartile Distance based algorithms and Supervised 

Learning based Decision Tree and Random Forest Classier 

are compared and evaluated in this study. 

 

Keyword: - smart city, traffic flow constraints, 

wayside unit, smart roads, formal methods. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Economy of a nation depends severely upon its 
normal transportation ow with people moving to & 
from work, services & retail being rendered on time, 
& citizens being related to business & markets (22). 
Any disruption in the normal track ow or in other 
words any congestion events not only hampers a 
country's growth in terms of loss of man hours and 
fuel costs but also trigger major annoyances among 
the public. U.S. Department of Transportation 
(USDOT) denned cramming as one of the single 
largest threats to the Nation’s economic prosperity 
and way of life (1). The cost of swarming for the top 
471 town areas of United Provinces was calculated to 
be about $160 billion, which covered 6.9 billion 
hours of useless time & 3.1 billion masses of wasted 
fuel (2). Also, a 2007 study (3) showed that the  

 
revealed of improved track management procedures in 272 
out of 439 urban areas resulted in reduction of million 
hours of incident-related crowding & $3.06 million in cost. 
Track congestion can be broadly divided into two 
categories Recurrent and Non-Recurrent Congestion. 
Recurrent congestion can be denned as the usual congestion 
a person experiences on a daily basis, usually during peak 
hours in the morning and evening. The peak hours vary 
divergently for deferent interstates, depending upon the most 
frequently travel times, business undertaken on the road etc. 
For example an interstate connecting two cities might 
experience cramming during the morning & evening time 
when people travel to & from once & an federal connecting 
2 states might experience everyday congestion during the 
night time as more & more trucks travel between statuses to 
deliver regardful services. Non-recurrent congestion can be 
denned as the extra travel delay caused by unexpected 
incidents like track accidents, lane blockage, debris, road 
work, bad weather etc. Because of the arbitrariness of non-
persistent crowding, it becomes hard to know about this 
blockage earlier. Therefore, although authorities can make 
policies and contain the elects of recurring congestion, it 
becomes dicot to address non-recurrent congestion.
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(a) Problem Statement 

In this research, our problem statement is to and an algorithm to electively detect congestion on US Interstates. We aim on 
closing a better system to expose congestion on roads as com- pared to already executed system in TIMELI. Our problem 
creation is two-fold a) We evaluate & expand an invalid learning system to detect occurrences in real time. We need 
unsupervised algorithms in cases we don’t have historical data for congestion delays on spec sic roads to train supervised 
learning models. b) We train & assess supervised classification procedures based on Ruling Trees & Haphazard 
Woodlands to automatically detect congestion, by using ancient speed, tenancy, volume & crowding data. These 
procedures are caused in TIMELI to show congestion recognition in real time. 

 

(b) Contributions 

One of our charities in this inquiry is to enhance an already executed IQD process in the TIMELI software. We do 
this by using the habitation element of the road pieces along with the already used speed feature. Next, we 
implement verdict tree classier & random forest classier to distinguish crowding on roads. We compare the accuracy 
of unverified & managed algorithms & realize the best procedure in an ITS to expose instances in real time. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

Early detection of track congestion can reduce the impact of congestion in form of lesser number of secondary crashes and 
reduction in travel delays. Since 1960s, instinctive congestion exposure procedures have seen a number of improvements 
(12). However, high false alarm rates and complex calibration procedures have made these algorithms inactive and not 
useful (10) (13). Due to these factors, the Track Management Centers, for a long time depended upon human-based 
incident detection methods which include phone calls, passing motorists, and _rest responder patrols (14) (15). However, 
around 17% of thruways often encounter congestion levels at or above capacity, & with the growing size of freeway 
transportation networks which human-based assets are vulnerable of checking, there is a new move of endeavor to AID 
(Nowakowski et al. 1999). 

 

Arithmetic procedures make use of the research data collected over electronic radars to expose deviations in the speed & 
tenancy patterns of particular road sectors. Some of these algorithms include Standard Normal Stray (SND) (7), Bayesian 
Systems (4) (16), & IQD denoising based algorithms (8) (9). In TIMELI, I have realized IQD based obstruction 
uncovering algorithm (explained in Section 2), & I will be appraising & expanding the use of this system in this 
investigation. Pattern recognition-based algorithms try to classify a track pattern as a congestion, or a non- congestion 
based on the deification of patterns of some features associated with congestion and non-congestion. Decision Tree 
centered California algorithms improved as early as 1960s & 1970s (16) (17) fall in this kind. In this exploration, we have 
endeavored to improve these algorithms with the use of Haphazard Plants which is an troupe understanding method getting 
use of decision trees. Artificial Intelligence based algorithms make use of artificial neural networks (18), convolutional 
neural networks (19) and wavelet transformations (20) among others. Although unnatural intellect-based algorithms have 
shown pledge, studies (21) (22) (23) have shown that sample appreciation-based procedures such as finding trees 
perform healthier than neural networks on the real- world datasets. 

 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

This segment illustrates the procedure used for automatic overcrowding uncovering on roads. This inquiry centres 
on both unsupervised & supervised algorithms to reveal obstruction. As considered previously in this report, 
unsupported models are mandatory for the areas where no chronological blockage data is present, or the data cannot 
be trusted upon. Supervised learning models are trained to evaluate their performance in comparison to unsupervised 
learning algorithm to end out the better learning model. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

In this segment, we will exhibit the bottleneck exposure experiments performed & results achieved from those 
experiments. 
 
Experiments  Data Sets 
The data sets used in this study comprise of track speed and occupancy data, and congestion data from Interstate 
Freeways I-74 of the Davenport region, in Iowa, USA. The track speed and occupancy data is provided by 
Wavetronix sensors maintained by Iowa Department of Transportation, which maintains more than 500 Wavetronix 
sensors across Iowa (25). The data from these sensors can be collected through an open feed public API, that 
provides fresh data in every 20 sec- nods. Institute of Transport, Iowa State University, has utilized elements to 
collect & file away this data. For this study, the Wavetronix facts for the months of May 2018 to September 2018 
was used which was nearby 100 GB in size. To extract information about sensors from this large dataset, 
MapReduce jobs written in pig scripts were executed. Table 4.1 embodies a sample dataset for the unearthed 
Wavetronix speed & residence data. Table 4.1: Sample Radar Habitation & Speed data for different 
Wavetronix beams in Iowa 

 

Sensor Date Start Time End Time Occupancy Speed 

I~74 from North Tower to 

South 

20180505 173240 173300 8 86 

I~74 from South Tower to Toll 20180505 173240 173300 23 84 

I~74 from Toll Plaza to 1st A 20180505 173240 173300 7 81 

I~74 from 1st Ave to 4th Ave 20180505 173240 173300 15 98 

I~74 from Lincoln to Holmes 20180505 173240 173300 3 114 

QCDS-22-EB 20180505 173240 173300 1 114 

QCDS-19-EB 20180505 173240 173300 2 135 

I~74 from 1st Ave to 4th Ave 20180505 173240 173300 0 77 

 
 

Table 4.2: Sample dataset for the crowding data 
 

Alert SMS sent Day Name End Time Start Time Sensor Name 

TRUE Sunday 4/29/18 12:48 4/29/18 

12:30 

QCDS04-EB 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 21:59 10/8/18 

21:59 

QCDS22-EB 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 21:31 10/8/18 
21:31 

QCDS01-EB 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 21:30 10/8/18 

21:29 

QCDS01-EB 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 20:20 10/8/18 
20:15 

QCDS22-EB 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 17:37 10/8/18 

17:36 

QCDS11-Eb 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 17:34 10/8/18 

17:16 

QCDS10-EB 

TRUE Monday 10/8/18 17:00 10/8/18 

16:59 

QCDS19-EB 
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TIMELI - INTELLIGENT 

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

TIMELI (Track Incident Management Enabled by 
Large-data Innovations) is an Intelligent 
Transportation System Software which implements 
machine learning algorithms to monitor track 
conditions in real time. This software is being 
developed by INTRANS to help track operators 
in Track Management Centers to detect and 
report an incident in a timely manner. The 
software displays the potential congestion or 
incidents detected through various algorithms on 
an interactive map interface with options for the 
track operators to take further actions. TIMELI 
has a exceptional 3 observer view layout - Map 
View, Camera View & Report View embodied 
by figure 5.1. 

Map View epitomizes the location of prospective instances 
marked on a map. It also supports signals of these 
occurrences in form of a list with further details & actions 
for the happenings. The adjoining cameras for an occasion 
are also exhibited by this view. To authenticate the 
occasion, an operator can select a camera bordering to the 
occasion, which opens the camera view. The camera view 
contains the live video feed of the road corridor for the 
camera selected. Once the incident is varied to be true, the 
operator can select Report (Accept) option from the list 
(on map view) to open report view to _all out details of the 
incident and alert concerned authorities. If the incident is 
varied to be false, the operator can select the option on 
False Alarm (Figure 5.2) from the list to mark the incident 
as false positive. In this way, TIMELI can help in 
premature detection & mailing alerts for the occasions, & 
also compiles data in form of Perceived Incidents & False 
Alarms. This data can be employed to train overseen 
models in future. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

We study the effect of iqd-based system, decision 
tree, & casual forests on real world speed & 
habitation data generated concluded electronic 
sensors. Our objective is to end a algorithm that can 
classify a series of track feed into congestion and non-
congestion. We experiment our algorithm with real 
world data for 10 die rent sensors with 5 months data 
for each sensor. We presume that managed machine 
learning procedures - Decision Trees & band 
learning system Haphazard Forests operate better that 
the unsubstantiated algorithms. 

 
 

Future Work 
 

1. Secondary Incidents - Many incidents cause 
congestions in upstream and downstream track. 
These incidents & crowding are called primary & 
secondary congestion individually. This study can be 
further evaluated to match patterns in terms of 
duration & time of blockage to combine various 
sensors & thus expanding the happening detection 
time by parallelization & decreasing the finding of 
superfluous instances. 

 
2. External Components Affect of external factors 
such as climate conditions can be blended with the 
speed & habitation data to assess the impact on 
Managed Algorithms. 

 
3. Use of an procedure depends upon the type of data 
used. Though, earlier research has created Decision 
Trees to better than other systems declared in 
literature review section, those procedures can be 
tested on Wavetronix data to gauge their 
implementation. 

 
4. Sensor Fault Revealing Quality of Speed & 
Residence feeds differs upon the quality of the radar. 
A faulty sensor would produce flawed results. 
Although, taking mean and median of the dataset can 
handle intermittent actuations in the track feeds, this 
study can be combined with sensor fault detection 
studies to evaluate the impact on congestion 
detection. 

 

5. Incremental Training - In this research, 
verdict trees are trained across whole set of data. 
Merging the results from the data compiled from 
TIMELI, new models can be established by 
training the models incrementally in mini 

batches. Individual judgement tree systems such as 
IDE4 & ID5R already exist which execute 
incresmental training. Supervised vs Unsupervised 
learning algorithms on large scale deployment - In 
this thesis, overseen procedures are proven to work 
better than unsupervised algorithms to detect 
congestion detection. However, absence of training 
data sets & time taken to train managed model are the 
major disadvantages of supervised learning. The 
influence of these factors can be further studied by 
estimating these models on a large-scale 
implementation. 
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